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Proud To Be American

Six boating companies who manufacturer completely in the US
There are many who are proud to wear red, white and
blue on Independence Day, but you know you’ve found
true patriotism when someone acts with that same pride
on every other day of the year, too.
These six companies are able to manufacture 100
percent in the USA and have worked to provide awesome
high-quality products to boaters everywhere throughout
the years. Though their products and the location of their
headquarters differ, their satisfaction is the same—they can
make and sell right here in America, encouraging patriotism and the love of boating all at the same time. We think
that’s something to be proud of.

that will require less time than any other products.
Like the website says, “It’s time for you to GET SAUCED with
the Best of the Best!” (800-846-4899/www.boatbling.net)
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Celebrating its tenth anniversary this year,
Boat Bling prides itself in manufacturing
premium detailing products in Glendale,
Ariz., designed for quicker, easier cleaning so
you can spend more time hitting the waves
with loved ones. Having begun with two
boating friends who set up their own garage
company, Boat Bling today has expanded
to offer boaters everywhere its famous
SAUCE Premium Detailing Product Line.
Their revolutionary Hot Sauce is joined by
four more award-winning products, including their revolutionary aluminum/pontoon
cleaner, Toon Sauce, that shows how well
these guys know hard water.
Their vision? To offer “even the most
discriminating” boaters easy, quick-using,
and exceptionally high-quality products
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Hewitt Machine and Manufacturing Inc. has a lift sized,
equipped, and priced for whatever vessel you might own,
catering to everything from fishing boats to pontoons,
PWCs, or speed boats. The company first got started in
1972 when Larry Hewitt helped build a one-of-a-kind rolling dock and lift for a friend. Fast forward 43 years and
Hewitt is now crafting seven dock types out of Nicollet,
Minn., including the aforementioned Roll-A-Dock that
can be removed from icy water during the winter. Very
low-maintenance and simple to install and remove, the
basic components behind Hewitt docks enable boaters to
create whatever dock layout best fits their needs. Their lifts
also protect your watercraft from the damage that waves,
debris, and algae can inflict over time and can lift up to
24,100 pounds for twin engine boats up to 32 feet long.
(507-225-3421/www.pontoonlegs.com)

Infinity Fabrics

StormFender

Since 2007, Infinity Fabrics in Dalton, Ga., has offered designers the premier wall and floor fashion proven in the marine
industry. Its Luxury Woven Vinyl (LWV) is constructed through a
patented manufacturing process that features a unique, heavytraffic rated backing system.
Environmental sustainability is critically important to
Infinity Fabrics and its LWV products are Certifiably Green
and qualify for LEED points. Raw material is designed for
durability and is 100 percent recyclable. Its products are also
Phthalate Free, Green Guard Certified, REACH Certified and
meet the requirements of California Prop 65. Having started
with marine applications, Infinity continues to innovate its
flooring products to be even more comfortable underfoot,
marine-tough, and appealing to the eye. (706-529-2241/
www.infinityfabricsllc.com)

The aftermath of 2008’s Hurricane Ike led to at least one
great thing—the inspiration for and creation of StormFender
LLC, a Houston, Texas, based manufacturer and developer
of high performance fender solutions for boaters seeking
more reliable hull protection for their boats in all weather
conditions. Removing the need for hanging fenders, StormFender performance docking solutions simplify docking for
any boater. This award-winning fender design incorporates
UV- and abrasion-resistant fabric over an impact absorbing
foam core which can be installed along the edge of your
dock or vertically for piling applications. With no mechanical fasteners needed to secure the fender, they are easy to
install and non-intrusive to your decking. Requiring no maintenance and non-absorbent, the linear design also gives
your dock a clean-cut look that will remain durable against
the strength of the sun or water. StormFender is available in
standard and custom lengths and will keep your hull better
protected from damage, even when docking under rough
conditions that can so easily result in scrapes and scratches.
(800-295-3464/www.stormfender.com)

J’s Upper Decks
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Jay Fender, the founder of J’s Upper Decks in sunny
Clarkdale, Ariz., has been deeply involved in the water industry for over three decades, getting involved in everything
from manufacturing to renting and leisure. Having run J’s
Watercraft Rentals for almost 30 years, he noticed how much
rental customers appreciated having the recently-acquired
upper deck option in the fleet. Jay went to work designing a
deck that he could distribute to all like-minded boaters and
the end product is the thing he’s best known for—a simpleto-assemble, durable, inexpensive upper deck that’s made
of all-aluminum framework and stainless steel hardware for
light weight and strength. With more custom accessories
and sleeker designs for 2015, J’s Upper Decks offers boaters more places to lounge on their boats and more relief
from the sun underneath. With different sizes and structural
components to fit any budget, Jay’s goal is to cut down the
cost as much as possible while still offering a fun, high-quality deck for boaters everywhere, all within a working class
budget. Sun decks start at $1,195 and upper decks start at
$1,995. (928-228-1655/www.jsupperdecks.com)

Decades before the
“green” movement
came into swing, the
folks at Sunbrella made
environmental responsibility their priority. They
have always sought fabric
innovations to increase
performance and durability and now even offer
a recycling service for
customers.
Originating in 1961,
Sunbrella earned its debut as a sun-hardy, non-fading alternative to the predominately cotton awnings. Gaining trust
by showing its durability when pitted against the elements,
Sunbrella’s expansion into the marine world in the mid70s was only natural with its easy-to-clean boat tops, sail
covers, and upholstery. Nowadays you can find this name
everywhere from the foundation of your Bimini top to
homes and patios. Based in Anderson, S.C., this company
continues to set the bar high in marine fabric innovations.
“If there is anything we've learned over the past 50 years,”
their website attests, “it's that our notion of what we can do
with Sunbrella fabric is limited only by the imagination.”
(336-221-2211/www.sunbrella.com)
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